Run number 2539 22 October
Paddo Hotel- Hares Moretein & Shitbags
A reported conversation on the day before the run:
Shitbags-“Hey Moretein, where’s the run tomorrow?”
Moretein: “you should know-you’re setting it!”
Shitbags: “oh fuck!”
As the night arrived , a big crowd gathered under the watchful eyes of
Hares, Moretein and Shitbags up on the balcony sipping their 150 lashes
as usual.

A surprise guest appearance from Catgut with 1990 hash committee shirt.
Brought back memories of the act at the Ballsup that year-“hey big
spender” with various hash transvestites including scribe.
Moretein gave us the usual “no hills “ bullshit and off we went with 6
runners including Splatt, XXXX, Bugs, Catgut, Scruffy and scribe.
Generally not as hilly as previous years as the trail was mostly on the
river side of Milton.
With all the travellers back, a big circle with many nominations for SOTW
followed. Just a reminder to those who though they got away with it,
there were many nominations to carry forward to next week-so bring your
wet-suits.
After a resounding hash anthem by Fingers, the business got onto SOTW.

DB was first up for inappropriate conduct at his sons wedding when he
allowed an old guest (hashman from Adelaide)to drop his dacks when the
song “Eagle Rock” played
Fucknut was up for giving some AGPU strippers Royal Screws private
phone number and apparently called him at home with wife next to him.
Catgut for giving up hash years ago because the runs were too short
JC for coming in first and making a ‘quiet’ complaint that the other
runners weren’t competitive enough.
Grewsum just for not being nominated for a while
Anf of course-you guessed it , Multiple, for managing to get a job driving
buses for the BCC and having the audacity to make his first trip though
scribes suburb.

SOTW though went to Fucknut, first hashman to ever beat Multiple
Choice.

The onon back to the pub was good-good choice of food, but the beer was
expensive.
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